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Industry-First Complete Integration with 
Your Applicant Tracking System

Sta�ng Platform as a Service (SPaaS)  

ELEVATE Innovations

Many sta�ng agencies have perfected their sourcing and recruiting capabilities and excel at providing quality 
talent to their customers, yet significant gaps and challenges remain on larger workforce management programs - 
from enabling the “last mile” of collaboration with hiring managers on the front end, through building a quality 
ecosystem of tier-2 suppliers on the back end, ELEVATE has the answer.  The solution provides the only fully 
automated, end-to-end customer fulfillment process for the sta�ng industry today.*

Key Features:
• Simplified req creation and approvals by customer
• E�cient candidate submittals
• Collaborative candidate review workflow/
   interview management
• O�er tracking
• Resource onboarding
• Engagement time and expense capture with e�cient 
   email-enabled approvals
• Geographical and skills coverage
• Collaborative sourcing
• Supplier performance
• Integrates with major ATS platforms
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What di�erentiates ELEVATE from other sta�ng platforms is that now you can have a seamless and extremely 
e�cient sourcing workflow through a complete end-to-end integration with your applicant tracking system.

Value Delivered
ELEVATE enables the “last mile: between your ATS sourcing workflow to your customers’ candidate review and 
adjudication processes.

ABOUT US
Elevate SaaS, Inc.  enables its blue-chip customers to solve complex contingent workforce challenges 
with a highly flexible, state-of-the-art SaaS solution. The ELEVATE VMS platform addresses the 
ever-evolving corporate demand for an e�ective contingent workforce and is purpose-built by 
industry veterans to solve these increasingly complex issues. Human capital o�en constitutes the 
largest single cost of doing business. To cost-e�ectively source and manage this on-demand talent, 
while maintaining compliance and regulatory standards, organizations turn to sophisticated workforce 
management solutions, such as ELEVATE’s total talent and vendor management system.

*Information about ELEVATE can be found at www.elevatesaas.com

ELEVATE Innovations
ELEVATE enables customer hiring managers to open job requisitions and push those reqs to your applicant 
tracking system (ATS). Account executives and recruiters are able to source for those reqs and submit 
candidates in the ATS which then get pushed back to ELEVATE for client review and disposition. Agencies can 
also engage with tier-2 suppliers to source for those reqs and manage submittals and client review in ELEVATE. 
Clients can extend o�ers for candidates in ELEVATE which get pushed back to the ATS to manage with your 
candidate. The full onboarding process is also coordinated between ELEVATE and your ATS.

Once a resource is onboarded, ELEVATE provides a time and expense module which can drive an integrated and 
consolidated invoicing process. Finally, the platform enables a full supplier management capability for your tier 2 
supply base.

Furthermore, you can enhance your sourcing e�ectiveness with an integration to ELEVATE Mobile Direct, the 
mobile talent pool engagement platform. With ELEVATE Mobile Direct, sta�ng firms plug into and/or build their 
own talent pools of highly qualified, pre-vetted resources. Firms gain access to the platform’s powerful Talent 
Pool Management Platform to accelerate the sourcing and engagement of resources for their short-term project 
needs.
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